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Message from the chairman
The only constant in life is change (Heraclitus) and we have seen lots of change over the past 15 months.
There have been changes in the way we do business, the way we meet, the way we live and even the
way we greet each other.
Businesses have undergone some fundamental structural changes as they have been adapting to the
new way of doing things and gearing up for what appears to become the "new normal”. SAWLFA has
been no exception as we have been undergoing major changes due to several events that include the
impact of the pandemic, differences of opinion on how the association should operate and handle
complaints and inspections on one hand while embarking on value addition initiatives on the other. The
Association is built on the core values of Trust, Honor and Integrity and will always seek to remain so. We
continue to assist members at all levels by ensuring that you have access to the highest levels of training
and allowing members to rectify their mistakes in the event of an adverse report.
We have seen some members not renewing their membership for various reasons that include financial
strain as they seek to cut costs to survive. Whether this is a good strategy or not we live it to the members
as we believe that this is the time when everything that gives one a competitive advantage should be
adopted and being a member of the association is a major source of competitive advantage on the
market. We have also said goodbye to some Top Carpets branches and thank them for the support over
the years. We believe that at some point we will be able to welcome them back as we continue to build an
industry with the highest standards of workmanship and well-trained installers.
I take this opportunity to thank those corporate members that continue to support the Association and the
membership in general as it shows that we share the same vision of providing a unified voice for the
industry, setting and maintaining industry standards, promoting wood, laminate and vinyl flooring to the
Southern African market and skills development. This vision is a shared vision and requires each of us to
play our part.
The Association has been working behind the scene on initiatives to improve the value offering for the
membership. One of the initiatives that is being launched in April is a partnership with Flooring Africa on
the training side as discussed elsewhere in this newsletter. We have more initiatives coming as we
continue to add value to the Association offering for the members. We are also hosting a training seminar
th
on the 14 of April 2021 that will cover Pre-installation guidelines, screed preparations among other
topics. The training will be held virtually for now and will be moved to in-person training when the
regulations allow. I encourage you all to join this training as detailed in this newsletter. It is free for
members.
I am very positive about the trajectory that the association is taking and believe that we are going to get
stronger and more focused on what the association can do for the members and the industry and by
extension the country.
I want to take this time to wish you all the best of 2021 as we adjust to the new way of doing business let’s
all stay safe by maintaining best practices during this time
Be blessed.
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Partnership Flooring Africa
More Value for Your Business
We are excited to announce that early in 2021 we
commenced a partnership with Flooring Africa to expand
our support of your flooring businesses and the Southern
African flooring industry.

Free Business Listings
Available immediately, every SAWLFA member can claim
their free premium business listing on Flooring Africa’s
new directory valued at R697 per annum. This listing
gives you access to all listing features, including social
links, portfolio images, SEO (search engine optimization)
and Google analytics reporting on your listing.
Active SAWLFA members who claim their premium listing
are also tagged as SAWLFA members, giving you a clear
visual edge in searches over those who are not. Even if
you already have a high-functioning website, increasing
your digital presence and searchability adds great value
to your online presence.
Use your coupon code ‘SAWLFA2021’ when you check-out
to claim your free listing. For more information on how
to take advantage of this offer, click here
https://youtu.be/Ks_yH1_FUT8 (How to tutorial)
Online Courses
Over the next few months, Flooring Africa will also start
publishing their online video-based courses geared
towards practical and relevant themes for the South
African market. SAWLFA members will be able to claim a
20% discount on all Flooring Africa online courses. We
will share more on this exciting opportunity in our next
newsletter.
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Back to Basics
The main objective of the Association is to deal with matters of common interest to its members
by providing a unified voice for the industry, setting and maintaining industry standards,
promoting wood, laminate and vinyl flooring to the Southern African market and developing
“”training and education of industry players and end-users.
guidelines for
If there is anything we learned from the last year is that times have changed. Therefore we have decided to revise our training and we
are in the process of upgrading our training methods, manuals and platforms to provide services to all our members no matter where
you are situated.

Upcoming training events
With the help of our Corporate and Associate members we
will be coordinating comprehensive training events where
we will spend a day of training on the following:
Floor prep – Screed training
Moisture barriers
Glues
Flooring
Finishes
This will not only allow installers to learn the correct
installation methods on the different products and expose
them and retailers to new products but provide exposure
to the Corporate and Associate members as well.
We require your assistance with the following:
Training facilities
Materials
Facilitator’s for these products.
If you wish to be part of this initiative
please contact Liza at
info@sawlfa.co.za or
011455282
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14 April 2021

-

Virtual training

21 April 2021

-

Executive Meeting

12 May 2021

-

Virtual training

19 May 2021

-

Annual general meeting

14 July 2021

-

Virtual training

21 July 2021

-

Executive Meeting

11 August 2021

-

Virtual Training

22 September 2021

-

Executive Meeting

13 October 2021

-

Virtual Training

1 December 2021

-

Executive Meeting

15 December 2021

-

Annual Shutdown

(Members to attend)

ADDRESS
12 Skeen Boulevard
Bedfordview 2008

PHONE:
Additional training dates will be updated as they are
confirmed.
All accreditation will be arranged on request.

011 455 2822

E-MAIL:
info@sawlfa.co.za
WWW.SAWLFA.CO.ZA

